Blueprint A: Your Personal Starting Point

Fill in this page only after completing the Change Compass (pages 34-37 of The 3 Colors of Ministry) and studying the two pages that describe your starting point. If you need more room for your answers, use the back side of this sheet.

Your starting point: __________________________  Biblical example: __________________________

Suggested Bible texts from this starting point’s description:
(Please read these texts carefully within their biblical context, so that you are able to present them well to the group.)
Text: Observations:

What are the strengths of your starting point?

What are its limitations?

To what extent do you identify with the biblical or contemporary example?
• Write down at least one example of how a strength of this starting point has manifested itself in your life.

• Write down at least one example of how you have experienced the limitations of this starting point.

What could you do to help yourself grow more into the color(s) that is (are) not yet strong? Who could help you in this endeavor?
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